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God reveals the essence of divinity to Moses:
ehyeh asher ehyeh, most often translated as I AM
what I AM [Exodus 3:14]. A more accurate
Hebrew translation would be “I will be whatever
I will be.” In either case, the Hasidic
understanding of the text is the same: God is all
that is. God is all that is happening at every
moment. God is I AM—not a being or even a
supreme being, but Being itself. . . . [Each of us is]
a keeper of the I AM; just as a wave is a “keeper
of” the ocean in its particular place and time, so
are you a keeper of God in your particular place
and time. To realize this about yourself is to
realize it about all beings. —Rabbi Rami Shapiro
[1]

http://email.cac.org/t/d-e-bhddlty-kyuukybu-v/
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The biblical tradition reveals that whenever the
prophetic gift is lacking in any group or religion,
such a group will very soon be self-serving, self-
perpetuating, and self-promoting. Without
prophetic criticism, all sense of mission and
message is lost. Establishments of any kind usually
move toward their own self-perpetuation, rather
than “What are we doing for the world?” In fact,
the question of mission is not even asked because
self-perpetuation has become an end in itself.

I believe Jewish religion is archetypal religion
because it illustrates the pattern of
maturity/immaturity, advancement/regression,
best/worst that characterizes all cultures and all
religions—inside their history and inside of the
inspired text. Christianity has almost always made
the same mistakes, but we normally cannot see
them or acknowledge them because we are too
close to them and our own egos are involved.
Once we recognize Judaism as archetypal religion
—that the patterns of ego and transformation and
regression are universal—the prophets have served
their function.  

Prophets step in to disrupt the usual social
consensus. When culture says, “How wonderful
our group is!” prophets respond, “It’s just not
entirely true!” So you see why the prophets are
often killed (Matthew 23:29-39). Prophets expose
and topple each group’s idols and blind spots,
showing that we make things into absolutes that
are not absolutes in God’s eyes, and, conversely,
that we relativize what in fact is central and
important.

The tendency in religion to “absolutize” things
comes from a deep psychological need for some
solid ground to stand on, and I understand that.
But the prophets keep saying, “God is the only
absolute!” Don’t make the fingers pointing to the
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moon into the moon itself, as it were. Jeremiah
said, “The temple, the temple, the temple of
YHWH! Don’t you recognize it has become a
robber’s den?” (7:1-11). Jesus quotes this very
message (Mark 11:17). But, of course he was
talking about Jerusalem, and surely not our parish
church in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Santiago,
Chile, or the Vatican in Rome.

The spiritual journey moves us from recognizing
that our group is God’s “chosen people,” even in
our imperfection, to knowing that all people—in
fact all of Creation—are God’s beloveds and are
made in God’s image and are equally imperfect in
that reflection. Don’t waste your time calculating
degrees of imperfection! Imperfection is the
pattern that draws forth the Divine Mercy.

 

Gateway to Presence: 
If you want to go deeper with today’s meditation,
take note of what word or phrase stands out to
you. Come back to that word or
phrase throughout the day, being present to its
impact and invitation.

 

 

[1] Rami Shapiro, Hasidic Tales: Annotated and
Explained (Jewish Lights Publishing: 2004, 2013), 4.

Adapted from Richard Rohr, Way of the Prophet (Center
for Action and Contemplation; no longer available); 
and Prophets Then, Prophets Now (Center for Action and
Contemplation: 2006), CD, MP3 download.

Image credit: Red and Orange Solar Flare (Rosette
Nebula [detail])
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Forward to a Friend →
 

Forward this email to a friend or family member that
may find it meaningful.

Was this email forwarded to you? Sign up for the
daily, weekly, or monthly meditations.

 

Sign Up →

 

 

 

Thank you for being part of CAC’s
contemplative community. You are one

of 294,604 readers worldwide (as of August 2018).   
 

 

 

News from the CAC

CONSPIRE 2018 is this weekend!
There’s still time to register for the webcast with
Richard Rohr, Barbara Holmes, Brian McLaren,
Barbara Brown Taylor, and Mirabai Starr. Watch live,
August 31-September 2, 2018, or watch the replay.
Participate online with over 2,500 people around the
world. Receive access to the edited, downloadable
videos to revisit and share the experience in your
church or faith group.

Learn more at cac.org/conspire2018.

 

 

 

"Image and Likeness" 
 

2018 Daily Meditations Theme

http://centerforactionandcontemplation.forwardtomyfriend.com/d-kyuukybu-ABAD34EC-bhddlty-l-j
http://email.cac.org/t/d-l-bhddlty-kyuukybu-t/
http://email.cac.org/t/d-l-bhddlty-kyuukybu-i/
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Each week builds on previous topics, but you can join
at any time! Click the video to learn more about the
theme and to find meditations you may have missed.
 

 

God said, “Let us make humans in our image,
according to our likeness.” —Genesis 1:26

Richard Rohr explores places in which God’s
presence has often been ignored or assumed absent.
God’s “image” is our inherent identity in and union
with God, an eternal essence that cannot be
destroyed. “Likeness” is our personal embodiment of
that inner divine image that we have the freedom to
develop—or not—throughout our lives. Though we
differ in likeness, the imago Dei persists and shines
through all created things.

Over the course of this year’s Daily Meditations,
discover opportunities to incarnate love in your unique
context by unveiling the Image and Likeness of God
in all that you see and do.

We hope that reading these messages is a
contemplative, spiritual practice for you. Learn about
contemplative prayer and other forms of meditation.
For frequently asked questions—such as what
versions of the Bible Father Richard recommends or
how to ensure you receive every meditation—please
see our email FAQ.
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  Like 

  Tweet 

 

Feel free to share meditations on social media. Go to CAC’s
Facebook page or Twitter feed and find today’s post. Or use
the “Forward” button above to send via email.

Richard Rohr's Daily Meditations are made possible through
the generosity of CAC's donors. Please consider making a
tax-deductible donation.

If you would like to change how often you receive emails from
CAC, click here. If you would like to change your email
address, click here. Visit our Email Subscription FAQ page for
more information. Submit an inquiry here for additional
assistance.

Inspiration for this week's banner image: God reveals the
essence of divinity to Moses: ehyeh asher ehyeh, most often
translated as I AM what I AM. A more accurate Hebrew
translation would be “I will be whatever I will be.” In either
case, the Hasidic understanding of the text is the same: God
is all that is. God is all that is happening at every moment.
God is I AM—not a being or even a supreme being, but Being
itself. . . . [Each of us is] a keeper of the I AM; just as a wave
is a “keeper of” the ocean in its particular place and time, so
are you a keeper of God in your particular place and time. To
realize this about yourself is to realize it about all beings. —
Rabbi Rami Shapiro
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